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Abstract

Existing retrieval models all attempt to optimize onesingleutility function, which is often based on the topical
relevance of a document with respect to a query. In real applications, retrieval involves more complex utility func-
tions that may involve preferences on several different dimensions. In this paper, we present a general optimization
framework for retrieval with complex utility functions. A query language is designed according to this framework
to enable users to submit complex queries. We propose an efficient algorithm for retrieval with complex utility
functions based on the a-priori algorithm. As a case study, we apply our algorithm to a complex utility retrieval
problem in distributed IR. Experiment results show that our algorithm allows for flexible tradeoff between multiple
retrieval criteria. Finally, we study the efficiency issue of our algorithm on simulated data.

1 Introduction

The task of information retrieval is to retrieve documents that are relevant to a query submitted by a user. The
notion of relevanceis central to the development of retrieval methods. Different retrieval methods differ mainly
in the way of modeling relevance. Vector space models [17, 16, 15], classic probabilistic models [13, 21, 20, 4],
and the recently developed language modeling approaches [12, 5, 9, 2, 19, 6, 26, 8, 25, 27, 7] are among the major
existing retrieval models, which have all been shown to perform well empirically. However, they all only address
simple queries, which involve only a single simple utility function based on topic relevance with the assumption
that all a user cares about is whether a document istopically relevant to the query.

Recently, the risk minimization framework [23, 28] attempts to go beyond “topic relevance only” retrieval by
supporting a utility function that can potentially contain other retrieval factors such as redundancy and readability.
However, the retrieval criterion remains to optimize onesingleutility function. For example, in subtopic retrieval,
while both redundancy and topic relevance are part of the utility function, they have to be combined to form a
single retrieval utility function [24]. As a result, there is no way for a user to specify such complex preferences
as “retrieving as many relevant documents as possible but limiting the redundancy level to be under certain fixed
threshold”.

This is a serious limitation, as in any real retrieval applications, a user almost always cares about multiple
factors and the retrieval preferences are often quite complicated, involving different bounds on different factors.
Consider, for example, a user who wants to find information in a distributed peer-to-peer environment often cares
about the response time and communication cost besides relevance. A user using a “pay-per-search” system
clearly cares about the money cost as well as relevance. Thus, in general, the retrieval system has to face multiple
factors(aspects) and cope with flexible preferences on each utility function. We thus need to study the problem of
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information retrieval with complex utility functions . Existing retrieval frameworks are insufficient for handling
such a complex utility retrieval problem, since they do not have a mechanism to handle multiple utility functions.

Retrieval with complex utility functions poses several special challenges that do not exist or do not matter
in a traditional retrieval model: First, how can we define complex utility functions, and further enable a user
to submit a query involving preferences on multiple utility functions? Second, a user’s preferences on different
utility functions may be inconsistent. How can we resolve any conflict? Finally, finding a solution for retrieval
with complex utility functions is NP-hard for any non-trivial cases. How can we develop efficient approximation
algorithms or even efficient approximate algorithms?

In this paper, we address these challenges. We propose acost optimization frameworkfor such acomplex utility
function retrievalproblem. A query language is designed according to this framework to enable a user to submit
complex queries. The basic idea of this framework is to formulate the problem as a constrained optimization
problem. We distinguish two types of retrieval preferences: (1) The user’s main interests. This part is what users
expect to maximize. We call such utility functions “objective utility functions”. For example, “relevance” is a
typical objective utility function. A user would like to find as much relevant information as possible. (2) User’s
cost, i.e. a user’s tolerance on some aspects of utilities. For example, a user who can tolerate up to30 seconds
delay in the response time can be regarded as having an upper bound of30 for the response time utility function.
We call such utility functions “constraint utility functions”.

Our framework treats the retrieval problem as an optimization problem with a “maximization part” and a “con-
straint part”, corresponding to the two different types of retrieval preferences, respectively. Our goal is to select a
subset of documents (or any other information items) that can maximize all the objective utility functions subject
to the constraints set by all the constraint utility functions.

Based on this optimization framework, we propose a general query language to allow a user to pose queries to
specify preferences on complex retrieval utility functions. We study two special properties of the utility functions
– anti-monotonicity and additivity, and propose an efficient algorithm for retrieval with complex utility functions
that can work for any utility functions satisfying anti-monotonicity. As a case study, we apply our algorithm to a
complex utility retrieval problem in distributed IR. Experiment results show that our algorithm allows for flexible
tradeoff between multiple retrieval criteria. We study the efficiency issue of our algorithm on simulated data. The
optimization framework is more general than any existing retrieval framework in that it allows for retrieval with
multiple utility preferences. The proposed retrieval algorithm can be potentially applied to many different retrieval
applications where complex utility functions are involved.

2 Problem Formulation

In this section, we present the utility optimization framework. In this framework, we use utility functions
to model all the factors that a user is concerned about, and formulate the problem of information retrieval with
complex utility functions as an optimization problem based on the utility functions. The framework naturally
suggests a general query language that a user can use to express complex information need.

2.1 Utility functions

SupposeDB = {b1, ..., bN} is a set ofN information items. bi is an information item, which can be a
document, a passage, a sentence, or even a term. NoteDB is not necessarily a single database; the items can be
in different databases.

In a typical retrieval task, a userU would pose a queryQ to express the information need, and the system would
answer the query by returning a subset of items fromDB, DQ = {d1, ..., dn}, wheredi ∈ DB. The goal is to
return onlyrelevant itemsw.r.t. the query , i.e., items that can help satisfy the user’s information need. WhichDQ

counts as thebestanswer is inherently subjective, and clearly depends on the user’s retrieval preferences, which,



in general, may involve many different utility factors. For example, topical relevance is always an important factor
– presumably the main goal of the user is to find relevant information. This requirement is often described through
a keyword query. Most existing retrieval systems only deal with topical relevance and return retrieval results based
solely on a short keyword query. In reality, a user is almost always also concerned about other factors, such as
the communication cost in a network environment and the readability of the returned items in the case when the
user is a child. For each such factor or aspect that matters for the user, we assume there exists a utility function.
Let Ψu = {ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψk} be all the utility functions interesting to userU . Each utility functionψi measures a
candidate subset of information items from one perspective. Formally, it takes the queryQ and a candidate subset
of itemsDQ as input and generates a real value. That is,∀ψ ∈ Ψu ψ : Q × 2DB → R, where2DB is the power
set ofDB. It is reasonable to assume that these utility functions are independent of each other, since if two utility
functions depend on each other, we can simply combine them and obtain a new utility function.

As discussed in the previous section, we can distinguish two types of utility functions – constraint utility func-
tions and objective utility functions – based on how the user’s retrieval preferences are formulated based on a
utility function. A constraint utility function is one on which the user would impose a (lower) bound constraint,
thus a candidate set of items need only to satisfy the bound constraint. An objective utility function is one that
needs to be maximized; we thus prefer a candidate item set that gives a maximum value for such a utility function.
Note that we do not intend to make any distinction on the utility function itself; in both cases, when applied to
a candidate set, the utility function would give a real value. The distinction is more on the role a utility function
plays in the optimization problem. This will be further discussed later.

In general, the goal of retrieval is to find a subset of itemsDQ that can maximize the values of all the utility
functions. The relation between selecting information items and ranking them is a subtle issue worth discussing.
On the surface they may appear as two different retrieval strategies. However, they are actually closely related
and complement with each other well. First, while ranking information items has been well justified as an optimal
retrieval strategy for a single utility function [14, 23], it in fact implies a “prior step” of item selection, in which
we simply selectall the items. Second, in the case of multiple utility functions, it is necessary to explicitly address
the item selection step, since we have additional retrieval constraints. In the following section, we discuss this
general two-step retrieval process in some detail.

2.2 The two-step information retrieval process

A retrieval problem can be treated most generally as a decision problem [23]. Depending on how we define
the decision space, we may end up with different retrieval strategies. One general formulation involves choosing
a subset of itemsD and a presentation strategyπ for presentingD to the user[23]. This implies that, in general,
retrieval involves a two-step process with the first step choosing a subset of itemsD and the second presenting
D appropriately. Suppose ranking is the only presentation strategy under consideration. This two-step process
essentially says that we first select a subset of items and then rank them appropriately.

In general, we havedifferentcriteria for selecting the item subset and for ranking. This distinction is not im-
portant in traditional retrieval approaches, because we only deal with one single utility function, which essentially
serves as the same criterion for both item selection and item ranking. In the case of multiple utility functions,
however, different utility functions may be involved in these two steps. For example, in distributed information
retrieval, the communication cost is very important for item selection, but once the items are selected, the commu-
nication cost is almost irrelevant when ranking the selected items. Using distinct utility functions for selection and
ranking occurs frequently in database search. For example, a user can use “employee.ID=manager.ID” for record
selection and rank the records selected based on names.

Given a set of selected items, ranking them is generally better than presenting them randomly. Indeed, given a
single utility function, which can be a combination of several aspect utility functions, ranking can be shown to be
the optimal presentation strategy under certain assumptions [14, 23]. In this paper, we focus on the item selection



problem, which is important and non-trivial for multiple utility functions.

2.3 Item selection as optimization

Given a set of utility functions, we can formulate the problem of retrieval with complex utility functions as
a constrained optimizationproblem. The constraint utility functions along with the user’s bounding preferences
serve naturally as the constraints, while the objective utility function serve as the optimization objective function.
Formally, such a multi-objective optimization problem is to find a subsetX of DB to

maximize : h(X)
subject to : h1(X) ≤ c1

h2(X) ≤ c2

...

hm(X) ≤ cm

, whereh, hi ∈ Ψu i = 1, ...,m andhi 6= hj if i 6= j.
This is a standard optimization formulation with a single objective function as objective part. In our framework,

we also allow users to put several complex utility functions in the objective part. However, due to the potential
conflict of multiple objective functions, a final selection, among multiple optimal solutions, must be inevitably left
to the user. Since it is generally unrealistic (even meaningless) to return all solutions a user in a retrieval task,
we instead assume that the user can combine all the objective functions to form one single objective function for
optimization. In this way, the optimization problem involves one single objective function butmultipleconstraints.

2.4 Query language

A single keyword query is no longer sufficient to specify the information need when multiple utility functions
are concerned. In this section, we propose a general query language that would allow a user to express complex
information need. The proposed query language is based on the two-step retrieval process and the optimization
problem setup.

First, we define “SELECT” and “RANKBY” clauses. They correspond to the item selection and ranking in
the two-step retrieval process. Second, within the SELECT clause, we introduce an “ABOUT” clause to specify
the keywords. Third, within the SELECT clause, we introduce two additional clauses “MAXIMIZE’ and “SUB-
JECTTO” to define retrieval preferences in terms of the optimization formalism. Thus, a complete query would
include both “SELECT” and “RANKBY”, and in the “SELECT” clause, there would be three parts – “ABOUT”,
“MAXIMIZE” and “SUBJECTTO”. The following is an example query.

Suppose a user is interested in finding documents about information retrieval. The following is a possible query
that involves three utility factors – relevance, response time, and redundancy.

SELECT document X
ABOUT “information retrieval”
MAXIMIZE relevance(X)
SUBJECTTO responsetime(X)< 30

redundancy(X)< 5
RANKBY length(X)

In this query, the SELECT clause contains a keyword part followed by a MAXIMIZE clause and a SUBJECTTO
clause to indicate that the goal is to maximize the amount of relevant information under two constraints – the



response time is within30 seconds and the level of redundancy is less than5. The RANK clause indicates that the
selected documents should be ranked by length.

Note that the proposed query language is an extension of the regular keyword query language. Indeed, a simple
keyword query “information retrieval” is equivalent to the following query in our query language:

SELECT document X
ABOUT “information retrieval”
MAXIMIZE relevance(X)

RANKBY relevance(X)

2.5 Execution of the query

In order to answer a query in our query language, we need to first perform item selection and then rank the
selected items. Since ranking is typically based on a single utility function, it is essentially similar to what most
existing retrieval systems are doing. We thus focus on the item set selection part. The central question is how we
can solve the selection optimization problem efficiently.

Without making further assumptions, it appears that the only possible way to find an exact solution to the
selection optimization problem is through exhaustively enumerating all possible information item subsets based
on the constraint utility functions and then selecting the best based on the objective function. Clearly, this naive
algorithm is too time consuming and infeasible in reality. It is thus necessary to consider approximation algorithms
or special cases of utility functions for which there exist most efficient algorithms.

3 Properties of utility functions

In this section, we study some special properties of utility functions that can be exploited to develop efficient
algorithms for solving the retrieval optimization problem. We examine special cases of utility functions, and
clearly define the properties that the utility functions must satisfy to enable us to design an efficient algorithm to
take advantage of these properties. Without loss of generality, we assume all utility functions have non-negative
values for both any item set.

3.1 Anti-monotonicity

A utility function ψ ∈ Ψ is said to satisfy the anti-monotonicity property if for allX,Y ⊆ DB, ψ(X ∪ Y ) ≥
ψ(Y ). Due to symmetry,ψ(X ∪ Y ) ≥ ψ(X) holds as well. The property is called anti-monotonicity because the
function values are monotonically increasing when more items are added into the set. Thus, whenever a document
set cannot satisfy a constraint, its super set would not satisfy the constraint either. Although it cannot change
the NP-hard property of our problem, anti-monotonicity enables us to to prune the intermediate searching space
substantially.

In our framework, multiple constraint utility functions are possible. All these constraints can be considered as
providing some criteria for pruning the search space. If all constraint utility functions satisfy the anti-monotonicity
property, we say this problem satisfies anti-monotonicity property. Fortunately, quite most of utility functions can
be defined to have anti-monotonicity. For example, the relevance measure can be defined: to add one more items
into a item set, the whole relevance will increase. Like relevance, communication cost, redundancy cost can all
be defined by similar ways. This definition leads us to consider additivity property discussed in the next section.
Certainly, there are some properties not satisfying anti-monotonicity property, like “average operation” etc. For
these properties, we do not explore in this paper. A future study is highly needed.



3.2 Additivity property

In this section, we study the additivity property of utility functions, i.e., whether a utility function, operating
over a set, can be decomposed into several “sub-functions” operating on individual information items. Specifically,
we consider the case when a utility functionψ ∈ Ψ can be written as a summation of different degree interaction
utility functions. A function is calledith degree interaction utility functions if it captures the interaction between
all the i items in an item set of sizei. ψ then can be rewritten as a summation of differentith degree interaction
utility functions:

ψ(X) =
N∑

i=1

fi(X)

, wherefi(X) =
∑

d1,...,di∈X fi(d1, ..., di) acceptsi items as its input values. In other words, an aspect is
composed of the utility of different degrees of interactions. For example, suppose the user has to pay for each
item, then the total cost for a set of items is a sum of the cost associated with different degrees of interactions.
The simplest one would be the cost of each individual item; the user pays some amount of money for each
information item. Suppose the user can have some discount if buying more than one item together, then the
discount due to buying more than one item together would be an example of the utility associated with high-
degree interaction. One can imagine that the more items a user buys, the more additional discount the user can
obtain, which corresponds to having a separatei-degree interaction for eachi.

Often we only have the first and second order interactions. The first order interaction makes the classic inde-
pendence assumption: documents are independent of each other. Most utility functions fall into this category. A
typical second order interaction is redundancy. If the problem involves second or higher order interactions, it can
be proved NP-hard by reduction to the classic independent set problem. High order interactions are not naturally
available. We do not address it in this paper.

It is interesting and encouraging that a utility function with additivity property and non-negative function values
can be proved to satisfy anti-monotonicity property mentioned in Section 3.1. Since most utility functions indeed
can be defined to have such an additive property, we design algorithms by the assist of the additive property.

4 An efficient complex utility retrieval algorithm

In this section, we study the complex utility retrieval with anti-monotonicity property. Anti-monotonicity prop-
erty was first studied in data mining applications [11]. Although itself cannot solve the exponential combination
problem(In other words, the problem is still NP-hard), the anti-monotonic property can help us to prune the search
space quickly, which makes an algorithm applicable empirically. To deal with anti-monotonicity constraints, a
well known data mining algorithm—A-priori algorithm was developed in [1], which is the basis of our algorithm.
In this section, we will present our algorithm by first describing a-priori algorithm in some detail.

4.1 A-priori property and hash tree

We first describe the a-priori algorithm, which is first studied in the data mining community to solve frequent
item sets problem: In a transaction database, people expect to find a set of items co-occurring in the transaction
database frequently,i.e. the frequency of co-occurring times is larger than a pre-defined value calledsupport[1].
A-priori property says that a set satisfies thesupportconstraint only if all its subsets satisfy thissupportconstraint.
A-priori property is essentially an anti-monotonic property. A-priori algorithm, therefore, can be used to discover
frequent item sets in transaction database. An example will make it more clear.



Transaction Items
10 0 1 2 3
20 2 3
30 0 2 3 4
40 0 2 3
50 0 2 4

Table 1. Transaction database.
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Figure 1. Hash tree.

In Table 1, there are5 transactions; each of them has several items. If we expect support= 3, only tri-item set
satisfying this support is{0, 2, 3}. It is easy to check all its subsets,{0}, {1}, {2}, {0, 2}, {0, 3}, {2, 3}, satisfy
the support constraint.

Thus, it is reasonable to generate small sets first, and a large set is generated before checking all its subsets.
If any subset is not qualified, no larger set cannot be qualified, and therefore all the supersets will not even be
considered. In this way, the search space can be efficiently pruned. In its implementation, the hash tree, a data
structure, is used to achieve the efficiency.

Figure 1 illustrates a hash tree, whereA,B, andC are used to identify three hash tables. A hash tree is a tree,
and each of its nodes is a hash table. Assuming there aren items, from1 to n, each hash table hasn possible
keys, as shown inA at the root level. Each cell of a hash table has a link to a subtree(e.g. Item1 in A linking to a
hash tableB). Similarly,B also has several subtrees. One of them isC linked under key2. A path, following the
effective links from an item at root level to an item in a certain node, represents an item set. For example, item1
in hash tableA, item 2 in hash tableB, and item3 in hash tableC represents the item set{1, 2, 3} becauseB is
the subtree of item1, andC is subtree of2. Thus, to search whether a set is in this tree is just to follow the links.
A set has no multiple appearances of the same items; therefore1 is not inB, and1, 2 not inC.

A hash tree can be constructed level by level gradually through a-priori algorithm. Due to the a-priori property,
the candidate items in a children node can only be generated from its parents. For example, to generate items in
C, all candidate items are fromB. If, e.g., 5 is not inB, it is will not in C.
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4.2 Depth-first search and early stop

In this section, we study the characteristics of our problem, and develop our algorithm based on a-priori algo-
rithm.

As mentioned in section 2, our optimization problem involves an objective function and several constraint
functions. The support constraint in a-priori algorithm plays the similar role of our constraint functions. Therefore,
an immediate idea for our problem is to apply a-priori algorithm directly. However, the two problems have two
major differences: First, there is an objective function in addition to the constraints, in our problem. Second,
instead of finding all sets satisfying the constraints, we are looking only for the best single set with the largest
objective value. These two differences enable us to design the algorithm more efficiently.

In a-priori applications, there is no difference in the searching order of items. In our case, however, there is an
objective function to optimize: We are looking for an item set satisfying the constraint bounds and also with the
largest objective. Intuitively, a searching order starting from largest objective value should help. (Here, we are
assuming the objective function has first order additive interaction property because the relevance is a major factor
in information retrieval.) Therefore, we sort all the documents in descending order with respect to its objective
values. From now on, we assume the item1 has largest objective value. Item2 has second largest objective value
and so on.

We, then, design the algorithm using hash tree by depth-first search instead of breadth-first search as is used by
a-priori algorithm. It is of course starting from document1, and along the descending order of objective values.
Depth-first search raises a problem: When encountering a set, all its subsets are not always available. For example,
{1, 2, 3, 4} has subset{2, 3, 4}, which is visited after{1, 2, 3, 4} in the path of depth-first search. To cope with
this problem, we use an “eager-visiting” technique: Whenever we need a set, which is not visited, we visit it
immediately. This process is recursive.e.g. {1, 2, 3, 4} needs{2, 3, 4}, which needs{3, 4} recursively. This
process is illustrated in Figure 2. We visit{1, 2, 3, 4}, but we do not check{2, 3, 4} yet. We, then, recursively
check{2, 3, 4} as shown in the dashes circle, and then{3, 4} In this way, we can achieve the identical effect as
breadth-first search.

To change breadth-first into depth-first search is the main difference between our algorithm and a-priori algo-
rithm. It looks simple, but has big impact. By doing this, we can take advantage of the characteristics of our
problem, and apply early stopping criteria. We have the following two claims for early stopping. (Note: the
documents are sorted in descending order of objective function values.)



Claim 1 By depth first search, the first document set, satisfying all constraints, isnotnecessary the best one.

It is easy to find a negative example to prove this claim. For example, item set{1, 2, 5, 6} should be visited before
{1, 3, 4, 5} in depth-first search path. By assigning different objective values to the documents, either of those two
sets could have larger objective value.

This claim tells us the first constraint-satisfied solution is not the best one for the objective value. Then, do we
need to finish the whole depth-first search to find the best solution? The answer is “no”! Assuming we are looking
for the document set with sizek, we have the second claim.

Claim 2 If either of the following conditions is satisfied, we can guarantee to stop depth-first search on current
brunch or even the whole searching process without in danger of missing best solution. Assume we have already
discovered several solutions satisfying all constraints: LetM is the largest objective value of these solutions.
There are two conditions under which we can cut current searching brunch:

• Items left in current nodes is not enough to constructk items.

• Although there are enough items, the best possible items do not have large enough objective values to beat
M .

Both conditions are easy understood. Take the hash tree in Figure 1 for example: if we are visiting3 in C now,
and we are looking for8 items for final solution. As we mentioned before, all candidate items in the children of3
in C can only come fromC. The first condition tells us we do not need to proceed if there are no enough items(5
items not including item3 itself) inC. The second condition tells us we do not need to proceed even if there are5
items left inC, but their objective values are too small to beat the best solution that we have already found.

Given the two claims above, we have our algorithm : a early-stop depth-first searching with “eager-visiting”
technique.

It is worthwhile to mention that this algorithm is in fact an “any time” algorithm. Users can choose time-quality
tradeoff. An approximate solution needs small amount of time while an optimal solution cost much more time.
More time a user pay, better quality he can get. We will show it in the experiment section.

5 Experiments

In this section, we design the experiments to examine the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithm. In
general, our algorithm provides a way to do objective and constraints tradeoff while traditional algorithms can
only maximize one single objective function(usually, relevance). By sacrificing a little on the objective function
part, our method can largely reduce other constraint cost. This tradeoff gives users more flexibility in retrieval.
With more emphasis on the objective part, other utility aspects will be compromised, while emphasizing the
constraints part would cause a “sacrifice” on the objective function. In section 5.1, we describe an application
of our model in distributed IR, and show that our algorithm can support this tradeoff in a flexible way. We then
examine the efficiency of our algorithm in section 5.2. All our experiments are done on Linux platform with2.4G
cpu speed and1G memory.

5.1 An application in distributed IR

Optimization on complex utility functions in information retrieval has many applications. A good example is the
following distributed IR problem. In such a problem, the information (i.e., collection of documents) is distributed
among many computers in distinct geographic locations. As in a normal retrieval problem, a user submits a
query to describe the information need each. A centralized retrieval server is responsible for interacting with the
user, taking the query and returning the results. Retrieval often involves three steps. In the first step (collection



selection), the server selects the most promising sites based on how likely they will contain relevant information
to the query. In the second step, it sends the query to these selected sites, each of which has a local search engine
that can return a ranked list of documents based on the query. Finally, the central server would merge the results
returned from local retrieval engines and present one single ranked list of documents to the user. Existing research
in distributed information retrieval has focused on two algorithmic challenges – collection/resource selection and
merging/fusion [18, 10, 3]. However, the retrieval decision has so far been only based on topical relevance. In
reality, the communication cost is another important factor that matters to the user. And because of the overhead
of fetching documents through the network and different collections can easily duplicate information items, the
issue of redundancy also becomes more significant than in a local retrieval situation.

Therefore, a user is in general interested in all the following three aspects of utilities: (1) topic relevance; (2)
communication cost (or response time); and (3) redundancy. The goal is to retrieve as much relevant information
as possible while at the same minimizing the communication cost and redundancy. It is thus a good example of
retrieval with complex utility functions. In this section, we will study this example in our optimization framework,
and test the proposed algorithms with simulated data sets.

We use Associated Press (AP) data set available through TREC [22] as our document database, which has
164, 597 news articles. We use TREC topics101 - 150 as our experiment queries [22]. The objective function is
“relevance” measure, and two constraints are: communication cost and redundancy. We simulate communication
cost and redundancy in a distributed environment in the following way. First of all, we use language models [25,
27] to compute relevance value for each query. In general, user’s main interest is still at “relevance” part, and
therefore they are unlike to have interest in a very-low-ranked document w.r.t relevance measure no matter how
efficiency the other two constraint are. Thus, we focus on top ranked documents only for each query without
bothering the whole data set. We presume the retrieval is in distributed environment with10 different sites. We
randomly pick20 documents for each site from top400 relevant document returned from language models. Thus,
10 sites have200 documents in total as the our candidates. Random picking could generate redundant documents
on different sites. This does happen in reality, where different servers are likely hold same or similar documents.
For each server, we generate a random communication coefficientαi (i = 1, ..., 10). The communication cost for
each document is defined by its document length multiplying the coefficient of its own server. The communication
cost has first order interaction additive property. Redundancy of two documents is defined by the redundant words
of two documents. Given documentA andB, if term t appears both inA andB, redundancy on this termt is
min{c(t, A), c(t, B)}, wherec(t,X) is the number oft occurs in documentX. Redundancy on two documentsA
andB is

∑
tmin{c(t, A), c(t, B)}. This is not a very accurate redundancy measure, but since it does not affect

our algorithm, we just take it. Redundancy of a set of documents is defined by the summation of redundancy of all
pairs of documents within this set. This is the second-order interactive utility function. For easy constraint bound
setting, we normalize all aspect(relevance, communication, and redundancy) ranging from1 to 100.

We set final solution size to7, i.e. we are aiming to select7 documents from200 documents. This parameter is
indeed the searching depth of hash tree. Table 2 shows our results. The second row is optimal results without any
constraints. Other three rows are results with some constraints. In the first column, there are two parameters for
constraints bounding: the first number is communication bound, and the second one is redundancy bound. Other
numbers are the experimental values. For example,419.7 in second column, third row is the objective value of
optimal solution under300, 450 constraints. All these numbers are the average over all50 queries.

From the table, we can easily observe the tradeoff: we restrict the communication cost and redundancy by losing
some on relevance: all restricted solutions have smaller values on relevance part, but also have smaller values on
communication cost and redundancy. These numbers show the tradeoff.

The table above is all on average. To show the performance on each individual queries, we select first10 queries
(query101 to 110) with parameters:300 and450 to plot the performance in Figure 3. In this histogram, there
are6 types of bars: two relevance, two communication cost, and two redundancy. For each aspect, the first one
is non-constraint solutions, and the second one is that with constraints. From this figure, we can clearly see the



parameters relevance comm. cost redundancy
without constraint 498.0 221.4 754.8

300,450 419.7 157.4 441.9
250,400 411.8 147.3 391.7
200,350 397.4 143.0 344.4

Table 2. Performance on AP data.

Figure 3. Performance on each individual query.

performance on each individual queries: they are indeed consistent with the average performance over all queries.

5.2 Efficiency

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm on some simulated data. Since the whole problem is
NP-hard, it is impossible to have a polynomial time algorithm in general case.

We first evaluate the scalability on searching depth with the working set200 documents, and two constraint
functions. All these values are generated by uniform distribution(1-100) randomly. We use the percentage of the
expected values as the constraint bounds setting. For example, if searching depth=5, 5 documents have expected
value on a certain constraint is50 × 5 = 250 because each one is from a uniform distribution over1 to 100 .
Then,30% bounds will be250 ∗ 0.3 = 75. Figure 4 shows the scalability on searching depth. The x-axis is the
searching depth while the y-axis is running time in log scale. All values are average over10 experiments with
identical parameter setting. The plot shows the exponential property without surprise. However, we also we see
our algorithm in fact outperforms much more than brute-force searching. For example,200 documents and10
level search. A pure enumeration will cost20010 = 1.024 × 1023! computation, but we can finish it on desktop
within several seconds. We also implementpure a-priori algorithm , which cannot finish all these case in hours
when searching depth is larger than7 and number of documents larger than400. In this figure, there are four
curves corresponding four different constraint bounds setting. Obviously, a tight bound leads to more pruning in
the hash tree, and it is usually more fast and efficient.

We then evaluate the scalability over the number of documents. In the experiment, we evaluate them from200
to 2000 in Figure 5. It shows sub-exponential property. There are two curves in this figure to represent25% and
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Figure 5. Scalability on the number of documents.

10% bounds setting. Both have searching depth6. Again, all values are average over10 experiments with identical
parameter setting. Consistent with the figure above, a more strict constraint makes the curve more flat.

The scalability tells us that the algorithm cannot completely solve the exponential time complexity problem
although it makes the problem more tractable. Thus, an approximate algorithm should be considered for reality.
We then examine another property of our algorithm – any-time stop.

We simulate6 sets of data. Table 3 shows a comparison between the time when the program achieves optimal
solutions(2nd row ), and the time when the program really stops(3rd row). The test is done with500 documents,
searching depth8, and25% constraints bounds. The last row shows the percentage of second row over third row.
It is clear to see the program gets optimal solution much earlier than it real stops. The percentage is usually is not
bigger than15%. Figure 6 is a concrete case to show how real performance is increasing over the spending time.
We only plot x-axis up to the time of finding optimal solution. It shows the performance improves quickly in the
beginning, and gets flat sooner although it can improve a little if spending more time.

From Table 3 and Figure 6, we see: First, an approximate algorithm is plausible. Early stop does not hurt the
performance too much. Second, a more efficient optimal algorithm, to detect the optimal point earlier, is possible.



different data 1 2 3 4 5 6
optimal time 2.53 5.28 0.83 0.48 1.27 0.118

total time 116.98 33.27 175.48 13.52 10.16 11.02
percentage 2.2% 15.9% 0.47% 3.6% 12.5% 1.1%

Table 3. Any time stop.
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Figure 6. Performance improving over running time.

This leave room for future work.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we first propose a novel framework to address a new retrieval problem: information retrieval with
multiply utility functions. The fundamental difference between our framework and previous ones is that we allow
users to considermultipleaspects of utilities. This allows much more flexibility in retrieval, and reflects a user’s
preferences more accurately. We then formulate the problem as a constraint optimization problem, and design a
query language to execute these complex retrieval tasks. We study two special properties of the utility functions
– anti-monotonicity and additivity, and propose an efficient algorithm for retrieval with complex utility functions
that can work for any utility functions satisfying anti-monotonicity. Although retrieval with complex utilities is
general NP-hard, the proposed algorithm is relatively efficient for complex utility retrieval over a working set of
documents selected based the primary objective utility function.

As a case study, we apply our algorithm to a complex utility retrieval problem in distributed IR. Experiment
results show that our algorithm allows for flexible tradeoff between multiple retrieval criteria.

The optimization framework is more general than any existing retrieval framework in that it allows for retrieval
with multiple utility preferences. The proposed retrieval algorithm can be potentially applied to many different
retrieval applications where complex utility functions are involved.

There are several issues for further exploring and extending the work presented here: (1) Algorithm efficiency.
Although our algorithm significantly improves the efficiency over brute-force enumeration approach and the pure
a-priori algorithm, the running speed is still a concern if the number of documents is too large. In the future, more
efficient algorithms have to be explored. Presumably, major effort should be on good approximate algorithms,
instead of optimal ones. (2) Utility functions without anti-monotonicity property. In this paper, we address anti-



monotonicity. As we mentioned before, some utility functions, for example average operation, do not satisfy this
property. How to cope with such utility functions is still an open question.
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